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Step 2

Thank you for uploading your works! Now we need some basic information in order to complete your upload.

Step 3

They are entirely your own work.
Their author gave you explicit permission to upload them.
They come from a website.

Did you know? You can

customize

the default options you see here.

› more options...

Help people find your works by adding relevant
categories:

Description in

English

Blue skies on a sunny afternoon. Palm trees on the US
west coast beach.

› add a description in another language

Title:

Sky
Palm tree
Beaches in the USA
› add other categories

Blue skies on a sunny afternoon

› more options...

This file was previously uploaded to Wikimedia Commons. Your copy was not uploaded.

Description in

English

Blue skies on a sunny afternoon. Palm trees on the US
west coast beach.

French

Ciel bleu un après-midi ensoleillé. Palmiers sur une
plage de la côte ouest des États-Unis.

› add a description in another language

Blue skies on a sunny afternoon

Title:
v more options...

About this work
Media type:

Photo

Date created:

1/12/2010

Location:

San Francisco, California, USA

Copyright information
Author:
License:
About the file
This file was automatically converted to the OGG format.
File name:
File:Blue skies on a sunny afternoon.ogg
Other information:
(free wikitext field)

Sky
Palm tree
Beaches in the USA
v add other categories

San Francisco
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Thank you for uploading your works! Now we need some basic information in order to complete your upload.

Step 3

They are entirely your own work. (change)
I, username

, the copyright holder of this work, hereby grant anyone the right to use these works for
any purpose, as long as they credit me and share derivative work under the same terms.

This means you release your work under a double Creative Commons - Attribution - Share alike and GFDL license.

› more options...

They are entirely your own work.
I, username

(change)

, the copyright holder of this work, hereby grant anyone the right to use these works for
any purpose, as long as they credit me and share derivative work under the same terms.

This means you release your work under a double Creative Commons - Attribution - ShareAlike 3.0 and GFDL license.

v more options...

I, username

, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publish these works under the following
license(s):
Public domain
Creative Commons Zero waiver
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 3.0
GFDL

show all

Did you know? You can

customize

the default options you see here.
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Thank you for uploading your works! Now we need some basic information in order to complete your upload.

Step 3

Their author gave you explicit permission to upload them.

(change)

We need to confirm this permission with them in order to ensure their rights are respected.
Author:

Author's e-mail:

Your name:

username

The copyright holder of this work grants anyone the right to use these works for any
purpose, as long as they credit them and share derivative work under the same terms.
This means the copyright holder releases these works under a double Creative Commons - Attribution - Share alike and GFDL license.

› more options...

Their author gave you explicit permission to upload them.

(change)

We need to confirm this permission with them in order to ensure their rights are respected.
Author:

Author's e-mail:

Your name:

username

The copyright holder of this work grants anyone the right to use these works for any
purpose, as long as they credit them and share derivative work under the same terms.
This means the copyright holder releases these works under a double Creative Commons - Attribution - Share alike and GFDL license.

v more options...

The copyright holder of this work publishes these works under the following license(s):
Public domain
Creative Commons Zero waiver
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 3.0
GFDL
show all
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customize

the default options you see here.
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Thank you for uploading your works! Now we need some basic information in order to complete your upload.

Step 3

They come from a website. (change)
Please enter the address where you found each file.
› more options...

Description in
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Blue skies on a sunny afternoon. Palm trees on the US
west coast beach.

› add a description in another language

Title:

Sky
Palm tree
Beaches in the USA
› add other categories

Blue skies on a sunny afternoon

Copyright information
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Author:
License:
› more options...

Description in
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Blue skies on a sunny afternoon. Palm trees on the US
west coast beach.

French

Ciel bleu un après-midi ensoleillé. Palmiers sur une
plage de la côte ouest des États-Unis.

› add a description in another language

Blue skies on a sunny afternoon

Title:

v add other categories

Copyright information
Source address:

San Francisco

Author:
License:
v more options...

About this work
Media type:

Photo

Date created:

1/12/2010

Location:

San Francisco, California, USA

About the file
This file was automatically converted to the OGG format.
File name:
File:Blue skies on a sunny afternoon.ogg
Other information:
(free wikitext field)

Sky
Palm tree
Beaches in the USA
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Step 2

Thank you for uploading your works! Now we need some basic information in order to complete your upload.

Step 3

They come from a website. (change)
Please enter the address where you found each file.
› more options...

They come from a website. (change)
Please enter the address where you found each file.
v more options...

If all files have the same source, author and copyright status, you may enter them only once for all of them.
Author:
Source:
The copyright holder of this work published these works under the following license(s):
Public domain
Creative Commons Zero waiver
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 3.0
GFDL
show all
Did you know? You can

customize

the default options you see here.
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You're done! Thank you.

An e-mail was sent to you (and the author) to confirm the permission to reuse these works.
What now? You may want to view your recent uploads in order to add more information about them, or to use these documents in a wiki page.
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Thank you. You're not quite done yet.

Mandatory information is still missing. Please review your recent uploads to provide the information needed, otherwise your files may be deleted very soon.

